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The CVCE in 2015

“I would strongly emphasize that the CVCE is unique across Europe, as there is
nothing even remotely similar to it anywhere else. Thanks to this leadership
position of the CVCE, the new interdisciplinary centre at the University of
Luxembourg has a great chance of quickly rising to a position of prominence in
contemporary history studies in Europe.”

Yannis Ioannidis
Member of the CVCE Committee of Experts
Professor at the University of Athens
President and General Director of the ATHENA Research and Innovation Center
Greek delegate to the European Strategy Forum on Research Infrastructures (ESFRI)
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A. Strategic framework
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The CVCE in 2015: Strategic framework

1996-2016: 20 years of conceptual and technological evolution
 From a knowledge base to the digital research infrastructure on European integration CVCE.eu
First
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Interactive
CD-ROM

Client/Server
Application

with Macromedia
Director

updated by
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HTML/JAVA
website
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Internet
Application
First release
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Back-end
Front-end
solution
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solution

First release

Second release

Second release

1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018
Preparatory
studies –
Pilot project

•
•

•

-

Extending content
and tools
ENA main
thematic areas:
Events,
Organisations,
States, Figures
Support tools:
bibliography,
glossary,
chronology

•
•
•
•
•
•

Deepening content and
tools
Launch of ‘Oral history of
European integration’
Focus on quality: external
peer review
Strengthening academic
cooperation
National cooperation
Internationalisation
(English/German versions)

Development strategy and
implementation
Laying the foundations of the CVCE

European NAvigator
ENA Knowledge Base
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•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Strengthened role in research and innovation (integrated
approach: European Studies and ICT)
Consolidation of cooperation networks
Extending activities (academic and outreach events, contract
research)
Participation in European competitive research programmes
Extended and enhanced content (cross-cutting issues): new
forms of scholarly digital publications with academic
partnerships, innovative external peer-review process
(interdisciplinary international committees)
New user-oriented tools
Launch of ‘Research and Teaching’ section
International reputation
Global network of users
Towards a new research infrastructure (preparatory work)

•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

European NAvigator
ENA Digital Library
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2014-2017 Research Strategy
CVCE.eu: ePublications, Data
repository, Services & Tools,
Technical infrastructure
New ePublication categories:
Thematic ePublications,
eInterviews, ePapers,
Teaching eModules,
Reference Databases
Two main collections
Experimenting with
advanced digital methods
Digital Scholarly Toolbox
Unique (integrated)
positioning
Towards excellence

CVCE.eu
Digital Research Infrastructure
on European Integration
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The CVCE in 2015: Strategic framework

Creating an innovative digital eco-system to advance knowledge in European Studies
 Extensible to other related fields

People
(researchers,
experts)

Digital research
infrastructure
(DRI)

Digital methods
and tools

Research
in
European
Studies
Content
(source material,
scholarly
publications)

Networks

Projects

Interrelated components
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The CVCE in 2015: Strategic framework

CVCE main assets in 2015 :
 An integrated digital research infrastructure on European integration



Over 35 enhanced thematic ePublications published in the ‘European integration studies’ collection
comprising 3 key strands: a temporal strand, an institutional strand, a cross-cutting-strand,
international peer-review committees



Over 96 enhanced oral history eInterviews published in the ‘Oral history of European integration’
collection, international peer-review committee



3 structured and interconnected reference databases for European studies: Bibliographies,
Biographies, Thesaurus-ontology



A data repository with over 20 000 curated and enriched open access digital resources based on a
dedicated metadata model in a wide range of formats (texts, images, audio-visual, multimedia) and
languages (26 original languages), from over 30 countries, based on over 1400 contractual copyright
agreements



Over 22,4 terabyte of research data
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The CVCE in 2015: Strategic framework

CVCE main assets in 2015 :
 An integrated digital research infrastructure on European integration



An up-to-date content management system adapted to the needs of researchers for enrichment, analysis
and publication purposes



A user-oriented web-interface allowing access to and use of the collections, the data repository and the
digital scholarly toolbox



A digital scholarly toolbox for personalisation, authoring, presentation, annotation, research, …:
ePublication tool, eModule tool for teaching, ePresentation tool, Timeline tool, Facetted search-engine



An operational technical infrastructure (server infrastructure, debugging and maintenance systems,
contracts, …)



Over 750 000 DRI user sessions in 2015 worldwide: Researchers, professors, teachers, students, …
politicians, civil servants, journalists, … citizens, over 1.5 million resources consulted since the beginning of
2015



The main national contribution to the Digital Research Infrastructure for the Arts and Humanities (DARIAH
ERIC), a pan-European research infrastructure consortium with Luxembourg as a founding member
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The CVCE in 2015: Strategic framework

CVCE main assets in 2015:
 A unique competitive positioning at international level


An existing research strategy and programme and a longstanding experience and expertise in European Integration Studies (EIS) and
digital humanities (DH)



An integrated, cross-disciplinary and cross-sector methodology serving research/teaching communities and society at large



A test-bed for partner projects on an international level (European and national competitive funding)



Over 50 interlinked and closely connected research and development projects as part of the digital research infrastructure, including
ongoing awarded European competitive projects as well as project proposals at European and national level



Competitive programs during 2015: Contribution in 10 proposals, 3 grants awarded and association with 4 successful projects for a
total amount of 315 K€



Networks of partners: public and private institutions (universities, research centres, heritage institutions such as libraries and
documentation centres, archives and other owners/holders of source material, etc.), individuals and specialised networks (with over
45 active partnership agreements)



Participation in the pan-European Digital Research Infrastructure for the Arts and Humanities DARIAH (national coordinator, in-kind
contributions, virtual competency centres)



Highly qualified research and expert staff of about 40 collaborators, scientific track record in EIS and DH



50M€ invested by Luxembourg since 2002, more than 1M€ awarded through European competitive funding since 2005
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The CVCE in 2015: Strategic framework

CVCE Research strategy
 Develop a multidimensional and enriched understanding of the process of building a united Europe by adopting an
interdisciplinary approach (historical, legal, political and economic) and working from a contextual, comprehensive
and long-term perspective (European Integration Studies)
 Apply advanced digital concepts and methods for knowledge creation and scholarly publication (digital humanities)



In line with CVCE legal mission



Building the digital research infrastructure on European
integration CVCE.eu



Using an integrated approach



Over 50 closely interrelated projects as part of the digital
research infrastructure (including third-party competitively
funded projects) – Implementation Plan 2014-2017

http://www.cvce.eu/documents/10181/10688/Stategy+paper+2014-2017.pdf/5a5b46e2-6ef8-4116-b22046ec64a94b19 CVCE Strategy adopted by the Board of Governors in December 2014
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The CVCE in 2015: Strategic framework

CVCE Research strategy
 Building the digital research infrastructure on European integration

 High-level principles
•
•
•
•

Innovation and sustainability
Cross-disciplinary and cross-sector
approach
Collaboration and engagement
Quality

 Main components
•
•
•
•
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The CVCE in 2015: Strategic framework

CVCE Research strategy
 Using an integrated methodological approach





Cross-disciplinary

Contemporary history

Computer
science

Cross-sector

Scholarly
publisher
Political
science
Technology
provider

Interdisciplinary

European
Studies
Information
sciences

Research
centre

Teaching/
lifelong
learning
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European
law

Archive,
library

Economics
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The CVCE in 2015: Strategic framework

CVCE scientific and expert staff
 A vertically integrated and multi-layered approach
 Experience and ability to foster and work in an interdisciplinary environment

Researchers and experts skills:
 Humanities and social sciences research and
knowledge transfer
 Scholarly publication modelling and production
 Curation and enrichment of primary sources

European
Integration
Studies

 Digital humanities
 Research infrastructure design and development
 Intellectual property rights management
 Multilingual production
 Multimedia production

Administration
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B. Digital research infrastructure
on European integration
CVCE.eu
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The CVCE in 2015: Digital research infrastructure (DRI)

The research infrastructure serves as a scholarly access, production, publication and
sustainability platform
 Towards excellence: high quality research results
 International recognition and visibility

Target
communities

Digital Research Infrastructure on European integration
(CVCE.eu)

Interest, needs

Scientific and
societal relevance
Outcome, impact

Research outputs

An integrated and operational research infrastructure
Enhanced
Publications
Knowledge
construction
products open for
further study and
transfer (thematic
ePublications,
eInterviews,
ePapers)
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Teaching and
LLL Modules

Knowledge transfer
products
(Teaching
eModules,
Timelines, etc.)

Enriched
Data
Repository
An aggregation of
curated and
enriched digital
representations of
relevant source
material

Reference
Databases
Structured,
semantic databases
for persons,
concepts and
bibliographic
information (crossreferenced)
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Innovative
ICT-based
tools

External scholarly publications

Developed as part
of the research
strategy for
analysis,
visualisation and
dissemination

Lectures, seminars, workshops,
conferences

Collaborative projects
(competitive funding
programmes)

Outreach publications, events
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The CVCE in 2015: Digital research infrastructure (DRI)

Connecting innovation to sustainability
 Projects and activities are part of the development of the digital research infrastructure (DRI)
 The DRI serves to advance and transfer knowledge in European Studies

Project results

ePublications
Services & Tools
is at the basis
of innovative
projects

are part of the DRI

DRI on European integration
…publications, data, tools, services, competencies,
networks…

Deployment, operation and maintenance
Research, innovation and development
The DRI development process is
based on the scholarly research and
communication cycle
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The CVCE in 2015: Digital research infrastructure (DRI)

The DRI on European integration within an international competitive context
 Contributing to the European research infrastructure consortium DARIAH
 Partner in competitively funded research projects
 Test-bed and laboratory for innovative projects
 Sustainability of collaboratively developed project results

CVCE – participation in European competitive research,
innovation and education

Luxembourg’s commitment to DARIAH
• Luxembourg is a founding member of the DARIAH-ERIC
• National Representing Entity: MESR, National
Representative: Robert Kerger
• National Coordinating Institution (NCI): CVCE, National
Coordinator: Marianne Backes
• Network of Partner institutions: ANLux, BnL, LISER, LIST, UL
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The CVCE in 2015: Digital research infrastructure (DRI)

Impact of the digital research infrastructure on European integration
 Reaching target audiences:
scholarly and educational communities as well as society at large

European Parliament elections

CVCE.eu Digital research infrastructure
users per week

users

Summer vacation

End of year vacation

weeks
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The CVCE in 2015: Digital research infrastructure (DRI)

Usage statistics of the digital research infrastructure on European integration
 More than one million and a half documents consulted since the beginning of the year 2015

User sessions - geographical origin in 2015:
(variations over the year)

Most consulted publications in 2015:

«Inutile de dire combien votre site est devenu indispensable
pour mes cours et mes recherches. Il est à la fois très riche et
très fiable.»
Dr Jan-Willem Brouwer, Radboud University Nijmegen
27 September 2015
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C. ePublications and research data

Selection - enrichment - analysis - narration representation - publication
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The CVCE in 2015: ePublications

The CVCE:
a producer of scholarly publications
 ePublications are the key component of the research infrastructure on European integration
 Production is based on innovative ePublication models including the use of digital methods and tools
for subject analysis and representation

Subject scope:

•
•
•
•

Interdisciplinary study of the European integration process (historical, legal,
political and economic)
From the pioneering plans of the 20th century to the latest developments
Including the various intergovernmental cooperation and integration initiatives —
mainly political, economic and security-based — launched after the Second World
War
Special attention is paid to the origins and evolution of the European Union

Key thematic research areas in 2014-2017:
•
•

The European economic, monetary, financial and social model in a context of
recurrent crisis and revival
Luxembourg and European integration

http://www.cvce.eu/en/epublications
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The CVCE in 2015: ePublications

The CVCE:
a scholarly publisher
 Access to and sustainability of scholarly ePublications
 Peer-review committees

Access to CVCE.eu
ePublications in 2015
•
•
•

Improved access
Improved visibility
User-friendly design

http://www.cvce.eu/en/epublications
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The CVCE in 2015: ePublications

ePublications are
organised in:

 Two major collections: ‘European integration studies’ collection and ‘Oral
history of European integration’ collection
 A series of ePapers (pilot study)
 A series of eModules for teaching and knowledge transfer
 Three reference databases: biographies, bibliographies and a thesaurus

Interconnected
components of the DRI

http://www.cvce.eu/en/epublications
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C. ePublications and research data

C.1. ‘European integration studies’ collection:
a series of scholarly thematic ePublications
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The CVCE in 2015: EIS collection and thematic ePublications

http://www.cvce.eu/en/epublications/eisc

A collection of scholarly thematic ePublications on the European integration process
 A scholarly product for further research and transfer activities
The EIS collection in numbers:
Over 35 enhanced thematic ePublications

The EIS collection in 2015:
•
Improved conceptual model of the scholarly thematic
ePublications
•
Enhancement of existing publications
•
Improved access and presentation
•
Focus on sustainability: ENHANCE and OHEI-P projects*
•
Focus on quality: peer-review committees
•
Use of ICT-based methods and tools: focus on analysis
and visualisation

*See projects below: Remodelling and enhancing the ‘European integration studies’ collection (ENHANCE)
and Oral history of European integration programme (OHEI-P)
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Over 20.000 curated and enriched open access digital resources

26 original languages

From over 30 countries

Based on over 1400 copyright agreements
10 external interdisciplinary peer-review committees and 37 experts
from 9 countries
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The CVCE in 2015: EIS collection and thematic ePublications

EIS collection is organised in three main strands
Temporal strand

 Temporal strand
 Institutional strand
 Cross-cutting strand

Institutional strand

Cross-cutting strand
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The CVCE in 2015: EIS collection and thematic ePublications

The EIS collection is composed of thematic ePublications:
 An innovative digital publication model
 Based on a research question/subject
 Composed of relevant, enriched and contextualised source material
 Use of ICT based tools for publication and analysis
 Transparency of research process
•
•

Main conceptual features of the thematic ePublication:
Self-contained and open-ended
Citable and accompanied by a scholarly apparatus
Composed of heterogeneous source material: primary,
secondary and tertiary sources of varying provenance
and comprising different media and languages,
digitised or born-digital, newly created or pre-existing

•
•
•
•

General criteria for source selection and
production:
Interdisciplinarity

Relevance to
research
questions

Nature of sources
Plurality of viewpoints
and approaches
Geographical coverage
Language(s)
Formats
Types of document

Diversity

Reliability

Hyper-textual narratives and navigational concepts
with multiple points of entry
Subject to external peer review
A twofold dimension: a scientific product and a
product for further research and use in teaching and
lifelong learning activities as well as by society at large

2015 - CVCE Status Report

Relevance to
subject
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Source
material

Originality
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The CVCE in 2015: EIS collection and thematic ePublications

Categories of source material
 Archival material
 Creation of source material
Books, academic publications,
contextual articles, press
articles, written interviews,
letters and correspondence,
written speeches, official
documents, treaties,
diplomatic documents,
bibliographies, biographies,
chronologies, tables, etc.

Interviews, speeches (video
and/or sound recordings),
video footings,
documentaries, video clips,
sound recordings (radio and
TV broadcasts), etc.

2015 - CVCE Status Report

Photographs,
posters, cartoons,
maps and
diagrams, etc.

Text

Images

Audio visual
material

Multimedia
material
Interactive maps,
diagrams, tables,
timelines etc.
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The CVCE in 2015: EIS collection and thematic ePublications

ePublication development phases:
 An integrated reference framework
 Based on the scholarly information cycle
 Combining humanities research methods with ICT-based tools
 Cross-disciplinary and cross sector workflows
Phase 1. Definition

Phase 2. Production

• Identification of
research theme and
general research
question
• Literature review
• Definition of the scope
of the study

• Documentary research and aggregation of source
material
• Selection of source material
• Digitisation, conversion of formats, recording,
transcription
• Creation of source material
• Enrichment through annotation (metadata, keywords,
captions, cross-linking), data clean-up and editing
• Analysis and representation
• Interpretation - contextualisation
• IPR management
• Quality assurance

Phase 3. Publication,
dissemination,
knowledge transfer
• Publication in the EIS
collection of the DRI
• Conferences, seminars …
• Scholarly/outreach
articles
• Teaching/training
activities
• Communication (social
networks, widgets…)

Storage (archiving, identifying, organising and preserving content)
Maintenance (updates and enhancement)
Cooperation and networking
Project management
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The CVCE in 2015: EIS collection and thematic ePublications

Quality assurance of the EIS collection
High-level scientific peer-review committees
Internal quality procedures

Peer-review committee for the ‘European integration studies’ collection
(temporal strand)

René
Leboutte

Professor in Contemporary
History, Ad personam Jean
Monnet Chair in European
Integration History

University of
Luxembourg

Marianne
Dony

Professor, Jean Monnet Chair in
EU Law

Université libre de
Bruxelles

Michael
Gehler

Professor, Director of the Institute
of History, Jean Monnet Chair of
Comparative European
Contemporary History and
Europe's integration

University of
Hildesheim

Professor, Jean Monnet Chair,
Department of Political Science
and European Studies

University of
Cologne

Wolfgang
Wessels
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Peer-review committee for the ‘European integration studies’ collection
(institutional strand)
Blanche Sousi

Emeritus Professor, Jean
Monnet Chair in European
Banking and Monetary Law,
Director of the European
Centre for Banking and Finance
Research

Jean Moulin Lyon 3
University

Herwig C.H.
Hofmann

Professor of European and
Transnational Public Law, Jean
Monnet Chair in European
Public Law

University of
Luxembourg

Olivier Costa

Directeur de recherche au
CNRS, Centre Emile Durkheim Science politique et sociologie
comparatives

Sciences Po
Bordeaux

N. Piers Ludlow

Associate Professor,
Department of International
History

London School of
Economics and
Political Science

Marianne Backes
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C. ePublications and research data

C.1. ‘European integration studies’ collection:
a series of scholarly thematic ePublications

Main related projects
Implementation Plan 2014-2017
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The CVCE in 2015: EIS collection and thematic ePublications
Resources on the European socio-economic model (RESuME)
(CVCE Implementation Plan project 55)

RESuME: Resources on the European socio-economic model
 Study of the European socio-economic model
 Innovative scholarly outputs
 Production and outputs are an integral part of the DRI on European integration
 Competitive funding
Project overview:
• European programme ERASMUS+ funded project
2014-2017 – Jean Monnet Activity - Support to
Institutions (660.000 EUR)
• Main objective: develop and disseminate an
innovative and enriched set of scientific and
educational resources and digital tools on the EU’s
socio-economic model
• Main areas:
• European socio-economic values
• The European socio-economic model from a
historical perspective: achieving a balance
between the EU, states and markets
• The post-crisis socio-economic model:
evolution or revolution. A prospective
multidisciplinary analysis
• Duration: 2014-2017

Work progress and achievements:
•
Contract signed with the European Commission
•
Peer-review committee in place
•
Selection of source material ongoing
•
Establishment of a network of institutions and researchers
ongoing
•
Call for visiting researchers
•
Cooperation agreement with La Sapienza University of Rome
(Economics): first research study visit in 2016
•
Bibliographical database of over 3000 bibliographical references
ongoing
•
Seminar on European socio-economic values (first series of
ePapers) in preparation
•
Virtual collaborative platform in preparation

http://www.cvce.eu/en/project/resume/

See also: ENHANCE (CVCE project 5), Implementing teaching eModules (CVCE project 18), Implementing CVCE ePapers (CVCE project 19), OHEI-P (CVCE project 20), Building thematic ePublications (CVCE project 21),
EIBIO Pilot implementation (CVCE project 25), EIBIB Pilot implementation (CVCE project 26), EITHES Pilot implementation (CVCE project 27), Resource annotation (project 33), Collaborative platform (CVCE project 34).
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The CVCE in 2015: EIS collection and thematic ePublications
Resources on the European socio-economic model (RESuME)
(CVCE Implementation Plan project 55)

RESuME: Resources on the European socio-economic model
 Knowledge products: scholarly ePublications, eInterviews, ePapers
 Digital tools for publication, analysis and collaboration
 Quality assurance – external peer-review committee
Peer-review committee for the RESuME project

RESuME Work packages:

WP1. Knowledge products
•
•
•
•

ePublication on the European socio-economic model
Oral accounts (6 new eInterviews)
2 series of five ePapers
1 book on ‘The European economic governance after the crisis: a
multidisciplinary perspective’

WP2. Teaching eModules
WP3. Scholarly & educational apparatus (biographies,
bibliographies, timelines, multidisciplinary glossary)
WP4. Intensive digital tools (TEI-XML edition, MyPublications
tool, MyPresentations tool, timelines tool, resource
annotation)
WP5. Mutually enriching RESuME exchange platform (virtual
platform, visiting scholars programme)
WP6. Dissemination (RESuME website, serie of workshops,
final conference)
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Blanche Sousi

Emeritus Professor, Jean Monnet
Chair in European Banking and
Monetary Law, Director of the
European Centre for Banking and
Finance Research

Jean Moulin
Lyon 3
University

Nikos
Scandamis

Emeritus Professor

University of
Athens

Jean-Marc
Ferry

Professor, Chair in Philosophy of
Europe - Alliance Europa

University of
Nantes

Kenneth
Dyson

Research Professor, School of Law and
Politics

Cardiff
University

David
Howarth

Professor of Political Economy

University of
Luxembourg

Manuel López
Escudero

Professor of International Law and EU
Law

University of
Granada

Susanna
Cafaro

Professor of EU Law

University of
Salento
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The
CVCE in 2015:
EIS collection
and thematic
ePublications
ePublications
– ‘European
integration
studies’ collection
Pierre Werner and Europe (final phase) (WERNER-EU)
(CVCE Implementation Plan project 6)

Pierre Werner and Europe
 Second thematic ePublication on Pierre Werner
 Deployment of data analysis tools
 Conferences, workshops and outreach events
 High-level patronage committee
 Third-party funding

Project overview:
• Research on the European vocation and achievements of Pierre Werner
• Progressive use of the Pierre Werner family archives for research
purposes
• Patronage committee composed of 28 personalities chaired by JeanClaude Juncker
• Partnerships: Pierre Werner family, Pierre Werner Foundation, Robert
Triffin International, University of Luxembourg, Pierre Werner Institute,
European Merit Foundation, Representation of the European Commission
in Luxembourg
• Outputs in 2011-2013: Thematic ePublication ‘A rereading of the Werner
Report of 8 October 1970 in the light of the Pierre Werner family
archives’, 20 eInterviews (oral history), biographical documentary,
external peer-reviewed articles, public lectures and conference,
international academic conference, round-table, visiting researchers,
third-party funding

2015 - CVCE Status Report
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Second phase: 2014-2016
Work progress and achievements:
•
Thematic ePublication ‘Pierre Werner et l'Europe:
vision et action’
•
Workshop and chapter in ‘The Founding Fathers
of the Euro’ (ed. by Kenneth Dyson and Ivo Maes)
•
ePaper
•
Publication of the proceedings of the
international academic conference and the round
table
•
Dissemination events

http://www.cvce.eu/en/project/werner/
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The CVCE in 2015: EIS collection and thematic ePublications
Pierre Werner and Europe (final phase) (WERNER-EU)
(CVCE Implementation Plan project 6)

Pierre Werner and Europe
 Thematic ePublication: ‘Pierre Werner et l'Europe: vision et action’
 Selection of source material, analysis and interpretation, processing and publication, dissemination
and outreach
 External peer-review committee

Work progress and achievements:
• Selection and enrichment of source material ongoing (more than 400
documents)
• Production of interviews ongoing: Sir Brian Unwin, N. Thygessen, H. J.
Witteveen, F. Saccomanni, K. Focke
• Use of DH tools for graph analysis ongoing (pilot project, see below)
• Contribution to the Study day «Les historiens et le numérique»
organised by Humanistica in Les Rendez-vous de l’Histoire, Blois (9
October 2015): «Une nouvelle lecture des sources primaires à travers
l’analyse numérique des réseaux sociaux. Le comité Werner et les
débats sur l’intégration économique et monétaire européenne»
• Publication of the book: Danescu, E. and Muñoz, S. (dir./eds.). Pierre
Werner, une vision pour l'Europe: pensée, action, enseignements /
Pierre Werner and Europe: His Approach, Action and Legacy. PIE Peter
Lang, 2015. 426 p., 20 graph, 3 tabl. ISBN 978-2-87574-268-1 br.
• Public presentation of the book in preparation (partnership with
Robert Triffin International)
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Peer-review committee for the WERNER-EU project
René
Leboutte

Professor in Contemporary
History, Ad personam Jean
Monnet Chair in European
Integration History

University of
Luxembourg

Sylvain
Schirmann

Professor, Director of the
Research Centre on the History
and Civilisation of Western
Europe, Chairman of the
Academic Committee at the
Robert Schuman House

University of
Strasbourg

Ivo Maes

Holder of the Robert Triffin
Chair at the Institute of
European Studies of the UCL,
Senior Adviser for Historical
Studies in the Research
Department at the National
Bank of Belgium

Université
catholique de
Louvain
National Bank of
Belgium

Marianne Backes
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The CVCE in 2015: EIS collection and thematic ePublications
Pierre Werner and Europe (final phase) (WERNER-EU)
(CVCE Implementation Plan project 6)

Pierre Werner and Europe
 Using ICT-based tools for analysis
 Potential for exploring large/smart datasets
 New insights for progress in European studies

Work progress and achievements:
Network analysis/visualisation uptake, Werner
corpus:
The analysis of the corpus led to a confirmation of
expert expectations, allowed to identify biases but
also revealed
•
unexpectedly strong relations between actors,
•
absent relations where they would have been
expected,
•
clusters between key-players,
•
provided a novel representation of how
intensely topics where discussed among the
members over selected time periods.

See also: Network visualisation & analysis (CVCE project 30)
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The CVCE in 2015: EIS collection and thematic ePublications
Pierre Werner and Europe (final phase) (WERNER-EU)
(CVCE Implementation Plan project 6)

Pierre Werner and Europe
 ICT-based social network analysis
 Documentation of findings
 Illustration of complex interactions

Epistemological considerations:

• Confirm and consolidate the conclusions of traditional analysis
• Give an appropriate visual representation of the process and
explore and interpret data through graphs and diagrams
• Decrypt computationally, in addition to the traditional human
reading, the information contained in primary sources and reveal
new findings or research directions
• Revisit and upgrade the traditional methodology of research
• Communicate results with illustrations

See also: Network visualisation & analysis (CVCE project 30)
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The CVCE in 2015: EIS collection and thematic ePublications
Diplomacy within WEU (WEU-DIPLO)
(CVCE Implementation Plan project 7)

Diplomacy within Western European Union
 Thematic ePublication on WEU related research question
 XML-TEI edition pilot study
 Project based on WEU Council decision
Project overview:
• Objective: Exploration of the archives deposited in Luxembourg
following the 2011 decision by the WEU Council, which gave the
CVCE the task of exploiting these holdings for research
purposes (based on a first ePublication in 2009 on the WEU)
• Research question: what are the French and British positions
within the WEU in some major European security and defense
issues?
• Sources: WEU Archives and national diplomatic documents
• Period: 1954-1982
• Discourse analysis: identifying convergences/divergences,
WEU’s role and competences, nature of debates within the
Council/Standing Armament Committee (TEI edition case study)
• Outputs:
Thematic scholarly ePublication
XML-TEI edition case study
ePaper
External peer-reviewed articles
http://www.cvce.eu/en/project/weu/presentation
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The CVCE in 2015: EIS collection and thematic ePublications
Diplomacy within WEU (WEU-DIPLO)
(CVCE Implementation Plan project 7)

Diplomacy within Western European Union
 Developing the thematic ePublication on diplomacy within WEU
 Scholarly apparatus, enriched and contextualised source material, non-linear narration
 Quality assurance - External peer-review committee
Peer-review committee for the WEU-DIPLO project
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Yves Boyer

Professor at the École
Polytechnique, Deputy
Director of the Foundation
for Strategic Research

École
Polytechnique
(University of
Paris-Saclay)

Anne Deighton

Professor of European
International Politics,
Governing Body Fellow at
Wolfson College

University of
Oxford

Alvaro de
Vasconcelos

Project Director at the Arab
Reform Initiative and
Coordinator of the Steering
Committee of the Global
Governance Group, former
Director of the EU Institute
for Security Studies, Cofounder of the Institute for
Strategic and International
Studies

Institute for
Strategic and
International
Studies (Lisbon)
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The CVCE in 2015: EIS collection and thematic ePublications
Diplomacy within WEU (WEU-DIPLO)
(CVCE Implementation Plan project 7)

Diplomacy within Western European Union
 Developing the thematic ePublication on diplomacy within WEU
 ICT-based tools for corpus analysis
 XML-TEI edition case study

Towards a XML-TEI-based
corpus analysis framework

The Text Encoding
Initiative (TEI) is a
consortium which
collectively develops
and maintains a
standard for the
representation of
texts in digital form.

A good example of a working
cross-disciplinary and integrated
methodology…
See also: XML-TEI Pilot implementation (CVCE project 29)
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The CVCE in 2015: EIS collection and thematic ePublications
Diplomacy within WEU (WEU-DIPLO)
(CVCE Implementation Plan project 7)

Diplomacy within Western European Union
 XML-TEI edition development
 Corpus definition, data enrichment, corpus analysis
@@
Data enrichment
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XML-TEI edition development phases:
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–
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–

Microsoft Word styling

–

TEI encoding

–

Named Entity Recognition

Analysis
–

•
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Corpus Analysis

Dissemination

–
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High Quality OCR

Web publication
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The CVCE in 2015: EIS collection and thematic ePublications
Remodelling and enhancing the ‘European integration studies’ collection (ENHANCE)
(CVCE Implementation Plan project 5)

Remodelling and enhancing the ‘European integration studies’ collection
 Remodelling and enhancing existing thematic ePublications in the EIS collection
 Implementation of the ePublication model, enriching metadata
 Selection and analysis of new source material
 Reinforcing scholarly apparatus: methodological notes, chronologies, bibliographies, biographies

Work progress and achievements:
Project overview:
• Outputs: enhanced and newly edited scholarly
thematic ePublications
• Main tasks: integrating scholarly apparatus, reediting units, updating contents, cleaning and
enriching data and metadata

• Implementation of the new metadata model approved
in December 2014: cleaning and enriching metadata
(iterative process)
• New of source material: Historical Archives of the
European Union, The National Archives Kew, Archives
nationales d'outre-mer, Archives nationales de
Luxembourg, etc.
• Reinforced scholarly apparatus: methodological notes,
chronologies, bibliographies, biographies

See also: Building thematic ePublications (CVCE project 21) and Data curation and enrichment (CVCE project 28)
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The CVCE in 2015: EIS collection and thematic ePublications
Remodelling and enhancing the ‘European integration studies’ collection (ENHANCE)
(CVCE Implementation Plan project 5)

Remodelling and enhancing the ‘European integration studies’ collection
Transparent editorial and scientific framework
Improved conceptual coherence, processes and workflows
Improved disseminating, sharing and linking potential

Main components of the thematic ePublication:
Structure (detailed plan)
Methodology note explaining the scientific approach and the ICT-based
methods (for analysis and publication) applied
Selection of relevant and enriched source material (produced by the CVCE or
from external sources) applying the metadata model and specific project
related data structuring procedures (e.g. XML-TEI) for computational analysis
Series of texts (contextual articles) that place the created and selected
resources in context

Filmed and recorded interviews with relevant players or eyewitnesses (link to
the ‘Oral history of European integration’ collection)
Biographies (link to Biography reference database)
Chronology (link to Timelines)
Bibliography (link to Bibliography reference database)
See also: Building thematic ePublications (CVCE project 21) and Data curation and
enrichment (CVCE project 28)
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The CVCE in 2015: EIS collection and thematic ePublications
Remodelling and enhancing the ‘European integration studies’ collection (ENHANCE)
(CVCE Implementation Plan project 5)

Remodelling and enhancing the ‘European integration studies’ collection
Deployment of metadata model
Cleaning and enriching legacy data
Improved findability and usability of data
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The CVCE in 2015: EIS collection and thematic ePublications
Remodelling and enhancing the ‘European integration studies’ collection (ENHANCE)
(CVCE Implementation Plan project 5)

Remodelling and enhancing the ‘European integration studies’ collection
Selection and analysis of new source material
Relevant to subjects analysed in the ePublications of the EIS collection
Thematic ePublications − priority 2015/2016
Research ongoing (6000-8000 new
pages/over 1500 new resources)
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• Historical Archives of the
European Union
• The National Archives Kew
• Archives nationales d'outremer
• Archives nationales de
Luxembourg
etc.
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Historical events in the European integration process
(General overview)
The end of the European colonies and European integration
The European revival and the Rome Treaties (1955-1957)
Origins and development of the European organisations
(General overview)
European Union (General overview)
EU institutions and bodies (General overview)
European Parliament
European Council
Council of the EU
European Commission
Court of Justice
European Court of Auditors
European Central Bank
European Bank of Investment
Committee of Regions
European Economic and Social Committee
EMU: origin, workings and future prospects
The symbols of the European Union
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The CVCE in 2015: EIS collection and thematic ePublications
2010-2014: Recent developments in European integration: overcoming the crisis and facing new challenges (REDE10-14)
(CVCE Implementation Plan project 9)

2010-2014: Recent developments in European integration: overcoming the crisis and facing
new challenges
 Thematic ePublication
 Further development of the temporal strand of EIS collection

Project overview:
Analysis of the period 2010–2014 from three different angles:
• institutional (the Treaty of Lisbon, the 2014 European elections
and the new European Commission),
• economic/financial (the sovereign debt crisis, Europe 2020,
etc.) and
• external (the European Neighbourhood Policy, relations with
major world powers, the Arab Spring, etc.)
Part of the temporal strand of the EIS collection

Work progress and achievements:
• Draft articles and production process ongoing
• Peer-review committee appointed (see ‘European integration
studies’ collection above)
Historical events in the European integration process (1945-2014)
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The CVCE in 2015: EIS collection and thematic ePublications
Tommaso Padoa-Schioppa (TPS)
(CVCE Implementation Plan project 8)

Tommaso Padoa-Schioppa
 Study of the European vocation of Tommaso Padoa-Schioppa
and his contribution to the Economic and Monetary Union
 Thematic ePublication
 Based on oral history interviews with key witnesses

© Martin Joppen, BCE

 Partnership with ‘Notre Europe’ and Sciences Po Paris

Work progress and achievements:
• Project completed
• 12 interviews with European figures: Giuliano Amato, Michel Camdessus,
Étienne Davignon, Jacques Delors, Élisabeth Guigou, Alfonso Iozzo, Jacques
de Larosière, Christian Noyer, Romano Prodi, Gaëtane Ricard-Nihoul, JeanClaude Trichet, Ignazio Visco
• Thematic ePublication on Tommaso Padoa-Schioppa online
• Academic supervision of Renaud Dehousse, Professor and holder of the
Jean Monnet Chair in European Union Law and Political Science at Sciences
Po Paris, Director of the European Studies Centre and a member of the
CVCE's Committee of Experts
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The CVCE in 2015: EIS collection and thematic ePublications
La politique européenne du Luxembourg (Documents diplomatiques luxembourgeois - Europe) (EULUX-DIPLO)
(CVCE Implementation Plan project 11)

La politique européenne du Luxembourg
(Documents diplomatiques luxembourgeois - Europe)
 Development of a collection of Luxembourg diplomatic documents on European integration
 Thematic ePublications
 COST proposal submitted
Project overview:
• Development of a collection of Luxembourg diplomatic documents on European integration
• Building on previous work published in CVCE.eu and progressive exploitation of the Luxembourg
MAE archival material deposited in the ANLux
• Partnership: Luxembourg Ministry of Foreign Affairs (MAE), National Archives of Luxembourg
(ANLux)
Work progress and achievements:
• Working document (project description)
• Preparatory work with MAE and ANLux
• Research, dissemination and networking activities related to diplomatic documents at
international level:
• European Research Infrastructure on Integration Policy (ERIPO Project), H2020-INFRADEV1-2014-1, Research and Innovation action proposal submitted in 2014
• 2015 International Conference of Editors of Diplomatic Documents (U.S. Department of
State, Washington DC, 14-17 April 2015)
• EHDN – Digital research networking on European Integration, COST proposal submitted in
September 2015
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The CVCE in 2015: EIS collection and thematic ePublications
Sharing Messina Ideal A Lesson for Europe (SMILE)
(CVCE Implementation Plan project 56)

SMILE: Sharing Messina Ideal A Lesson for Europe
 European project ‘Europe for Citizens’ programme, 2015
Project overview:
•
Main objective: to help raise awareness of the importance of the Messina Conference (from 1 to 3
June 1955) as a turning point in the European integration process, in the light of current European
issues in order to draw lessons about the revival of the European Union
•
Partners: Italian Council of the European Movement (CIME), CVCE (Luxembourg), Jean Monnet
Association (France), Konrad Adenauer Foundation (Germany) and the town of Messina (Italy)
•
Duration: 2015
•
Activities/outputs:
competition
series of training sessions
creation of a web platform
multimedia exhibitions
a major conference held in Messina
a conference in Brussels
Work progress and achievements:
•
Competition organised in Luxembourg (May 2015)
•
Conference to mark the 60th anniversary of the 1955 Messina Conference: ‘Messina — Europa —
Mediterraneo’ organised (3-6 June 2015)
•
Academic cooperation with Dr. Jan-Willem Brouwer, Senior Researcher at the Centre for
Parliamentary History at Radboud University Nijmegen and a Visiting Lecturer at the Université
catholique de Louvain (UCL) in Belgium
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C. ePublications and research data

C.2. ‘Oral history of European integration’
collection: a series of eInterviews
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The CVCE in 2015: OHEI collection and eInterviews

http://www.cvce.eu/en/oral-history

A collection of eInterviews from key players and observers
of the European integration process
 Twofold dimension: research and legacy
 New primary sources for research and education
The OHEI collection in 2015:

•
•
•
•
•
•

Improved conceptual model
Enhancement of existing eInterviews
Improved access and presentation
New eInterviews
Focus on quality: peer-review committee
Use of ICT-based methods and tools for
semantic analysis
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The CVCE in 2015: OHEI collection and eInterviews
−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−

Amato, Giuliano −
Bahr, Egon
Baldocci, Pasquale −
Antonio
−
Barón Crespo,
Enrique
−
(forthcoming)
−
Bernard-Reymond, −
Pierre
−
Berthoin, Georges −
Borrell Fontelles, −
Josep
−
(forthcoming)
−
Breuer, Albert
Bru Purón, Carlos
−
María
Camdessus, Michel −
−
Cameron, Colin
Claes, Willy
−
Collowald, Paul
−
Cresson, Edith
Davignon, Étienne −
Delors, Jacques
Deprez, Gérard
−
Dubois, André
Ehring, Hubert
−
Eyskens, Mark
−
Flahaut, André
Fontaine, Nicole
François-Poncet, −
−
Jean
Frieden, Luc
−
Geremek,
Bronislaw
−
Gil-Robles Gil−
Delgado, José
María

Giscard d'Estaing, −
Valéry
−
Godal, Bjørn Tore −
Goebbels, Robert
(forthcoming)
−
Goerens, Charles −
Gouzy, Jean-Pierre −
Guigou, Elisabeth −
Gutmann, Francis −
Hansen, Albert
Iozzo, Alfonso
−
Israel, Edmond
−
Juncker, Jean−
Claude
Kasel, Jean-Jacques −
Kohnstamm, Max
Lalumière,
−
Catherine
Lamassoure, Alain −
−
Lamfalussy,
Alexandre
−
Larosière (de),
−
Jacques
Lücker, Hans−
August
−
Lulling, Astrid
−
(forthcoming)
Marín González, −
Manuel
−
Martens, Wilfried −
Maystadt, Philippe −
(forthcoming)
Medeiros Ferreira, −
−
José Manuel
−
Meisch, Adrien
Méndez de Vigo, −
Íñigo (forthcoming)
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Mersch, Yves
Mertz, Paul
Michel, Louis
(forthcoming)
Mischo, Jean
Molitor, Édouard
Moscovici, Pierre
Muyser, Guy de
Nothomb, CharlesFerdinand
Noyer, Christian
Olivi, Bino
Oreja Aguirre,
Marcelino
Otto von
HabsburgLothringen
Pescatore, Pierre
Poos, Jacques F.
Prodi, Romano
Pujol, Jordi
Rabier, JacquesRené
Reding, Viviane
Rencki, Georges
Ricard-Nihoul,
Gaëtane
Rieben, Henri
Robin, Gabriel
Roth, Lex
Ruppert, Charles
Rutten, Charles
Santer, Jacques
Scheich, Manfred
Schoutheete,
Philippe de

−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−

−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−

Schwaiger, Norbert
Silva Lopes, José da
Snoy et d’Oppuers,
Bernard
(forthcoming)
Steichen, René
Thorn, Gaston
Tietmeyer, Hans
Tindemans, Leo
Trichet, JeanClaude
Unwin, Sir Brian
Van Eekelen,
Willem
Vasconcelos,
Álvaro de
Védrine, Hubert
Verschuer, Helmut
von
Visco, Ignazio
Vitorino, António
Wellenstein,
Edmund
Werner, Henri
Werner, MarieAnne
Weyland, Joseph
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Published eInterviews
The OHEI collection in numbers:
107 interviews conducted

96 eInterviews published

Over 1800 curated and enriched open
access digital audiovisual resources

6 original languages

From 10 countries

Over 100 copyright agreements

External interdisciplinary peer-review committee
with 4 experts from 3 countries
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The CVCE in 2015: OHEI collection and eInterviews

eInterviews of the OHEI collection are an integral part of the DRI
Semi-structured interviews
Biographical elements, points of interest for research topic, career interviews
Interconnected with the EIS collection
Linked to biographical reference database

Main components of the eInterview:
General selection criteria
within the OHEI programme:

Structure

Diversity
of profiles
Career
interviews

2015 - CVCE Status Report

Full video/audio recording
Age

Relevance to
research
questions/projects

Relevance to key
research areas

Biography of the interviewee (link to Biography reference
database)

Representation
of several
viewpoints

Selection of excerpts organised by theme (link to the
‘European integration studies’ collection)
Balance of
gender

eInterviews

Geographical
origin

Marianne Backes

Transcription in the original interview language and in
translated versions
Enrichment on the basis of the metadata model and
specific project related data structuring procedures (e.g.
XML-TEI) for computational analysis
Documentation of the interview process (questionnaire,
photos, notes, etc.)
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The CVCE in 2015: OHEI collection and eInterviews

Quality assurance of the OHEI collection
High-level scientific peer-review committee
Internal quality procedures
Peer-review committee for the ‘Oral history of European integration’
collection:
Raphaela
Averkorn

Chair of Medieval and Modern
History, Jean Monnet Chair ad
personam

University of Siegen

Florence
Descamps

Maître de conférences Sciences historiques et
philologiques

Ecole pratique des
hautes études, Paris

Robert Frank

Emeritus Professor

Paris 1 PanthéonSorbonne University

Donald A. Ritchie

Historian Emeritus

United States Senate
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C. ePublications and research data

C.2. ‘Oral history of European integration’ collection: a series of eInterviews

Oral history programme
Implementation Plan 2014-2017
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The CVCE in 2015: OHEI collection and eInterviews
Oral history of European integration programme (OHEI-P)
(CVCE Implementation Plan project 20)

Oral history of European integration programme
 Enhancing and further developing the OHEI collection

Project overview:
• Outputs: New eInterviews in
accordance with selection criteria
and enhanced and newly edited
eInterviews based on CVCE
Research strategy

See also: European integration biographies database (CVCE project 25), Data curation and enrichment (CVCE project 28), XML-TEI Pilot implementation (CVCE project 29)
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The CVCE in 2015: OHEI collection and eInterviews
Oral history of European integration programme (OHEI-P)
(CVCE Implementation Plan project 20)

Oral history of European integration programme
 Producing, (re)editing and publishing eInterviews
 Transparent editorial and scientific framework
 Use within thematic ePublications

2015 - CVCE Status Report
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The CVCE in 2015: OHEI collection and eInterviews
Oral history of European integration programme (OHEI-P)
(CVCE Implementation Plan project 20)

Oral history of European integration programme
 Implementing eInterviews publication model: focus on transcription and translation
 Implementing the CVCE metadata model : enriching metadata
 Enhancing biographies of interviewees and connect with EIBIO
 Preparation for semantic analysis: focus on XML-TEI edition of transcriptions



Transcription and translation

XML-TEI allows to store basic annotations such as
the identity of the speaker or the timestamps of
the video in a media neutral format that can be
transformed to other output formats (e.g. as
subtitles). Furthermore it provides a technical
basis for additional annotations and the semantic
analysis of the content.



Metadata cleaning and enrichment

2015 - CVCE Status Report



Enhancing biographies
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XML-TEI edition of transcriptions
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The CVCE in 2015: OHEI collection and eInterviews
Oral history of European integration programme (OHEI-P)
(CVCE Implementation Plan project 20)

Transfer and cooperation in the OHEI field

“Digital innovation as a tool for
education in fundamental European
values”: CVCE’s paper with a focus on
Oral history of European integration

CVCE’s spoken paper at the International Association of Sound
and Audiovisual Archives (IASA) 2015 Annual Conference,
hosted at the Bibliothèque nationale de France

•
•
•
•

2015 - CVCE Status Report

Partnership with eabh (The European Association for
Banking and Financial History e.V.)
First workshop at the Historical Archives of the
European Union, Florence (January 2016)
Focus on methodology
Potential development of interviews in close connection
with the CVCE Oral history of European integration
collection and with other CVCE topic-related projects

Marianne Backes
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C. ePublications and research data

C.3. eModules on European integration
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The CVCE in 2015: eModules on European integration

eModules on European integration
 For knowledge transfer
 For teaching and lifelong learning

 Development of and access to modules for teaching on
European integration (including relevant source material
and methodological framework)

 Development of and access to presentations on European
integration topics for specific occasions (conferences,
courses, exhibitions, …)
 Development of and access to interactive timelines on
European integration as part of the thematic ePublications

Interactive
Timelines

 Development of and access to knowledge transfer
products on European integration based on a gamification
approach (quiz…)

2015 - CVCE Status Report
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The CVCE in 2015: eModules on European integration
Building teaching & lifelong learning eModules (B-TEM)
(CVCE Implementation Plan project 22, followed by project 18)

eModules for teaching and lifelong learning
 Development of pilot modules
 In cooperation with educational communities
 Production by internal/external experts
Under development

Project objectives:
Developing digital educational resources which
provide access to teaching tools and to a selection of
relevant and enriched source material (in cooperation
with target communities)
Progress:
•
User needs and requirements analysis
•
Design based on an extension of the
functionalities of the MyPublications tool
•
Review of different cooperation opportunities
and contacts with institutions (notably SCRIPT)
•
Training seminars at the Luxembourg National
Institute of Public Administration (INAP) and the
Luxembourg Institut de Formation de l’Education
Nationale (IFEN) (2015-2016)

See also: Digital Toolbox I (CVCE project 41), RESuME (CVCE project 55)
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The CVCE in 2015: eModules on European integration
Building teaching & lifelong learning eModules (B-TEM)
(CVCE Implementation Plan project 22, followed by project 18)

eModules for teaching and lifelong learning
 Development based on user needs
 Information and development workshops
 Topics based on curricula
Ongoing:
• Extension of MyPublications to facilitate writing of
eModules by external
researchers/lecturer/teachers/trainers
• Meeting and workshops with SCRIPT and IFEN in
2015-2016:
• CVCE training cycle: “Enseigner l’Europe:
ressources et outils numériques”
• Topics on European integration and curricula
identified

Over 65 participants in IFEN
workshop on 24 November 2015

• CVCE training seminars at INAP on the topics ‘Le
Luxembourg et l’intégration européenne 1945-2015’
and ‘La nouvelle gouvernance économique
européenne’ in 2015-2016

See also: Digital Toolbox I (CVCE project 41), RESuME (CVCE project 55)
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The CVCE in 2015: eModules on European integration

eModules for presentation
 Topics on European integration according to specific needs and contexts
 For conferences, courses, exhibitions…
 Source material from the data repository of the DRI
 Use of the MyPublications tool
Authoring mode

Presentation mode http://www.cvce.eu/en/epublications/mypublications

See also: Digital Toolbox I (CVCE project 41), RESuME (CVCE project 55)
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The CVCE in 2015: eModules on European integration

Interactive timelines on European integration
 As part of a thematic ePublication
 Easy access to source material and further context
 Easy use in an educational context or for general topic overview

Interactive timeline on the
history of the Cold War
(link here)

See also: ENHANCE (CVCE project 5)
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The CVCE in 2015: eModules on European integration
Europaquiz

Europaquiz

(CVCE Implementation Plan project 58)

 Knowledge transfer based on a gamification approach
 During the Luxembourg presidency 2015
 Innovative model and testbed
 Interconnected with the DRI on European integration
Project objectives:
• A major competition on European integration aimed at all
citizens living in the EU
• During the 2015 Luxembourg Presidency of the Council of
the EU (July-December 2015)
• Part of CVCE’s research transfer activities: making use of
resources and expertise via the innovative ‘gamification’
approach
• Creating links between citizens and the European project
Progress:
•
Concept development, design, implementation,
debugging and deployment completed
•
Bulk of content development (questions) completed
•
Launch of the quiz completed

The questions are based on eight
different themes:
European symbols, Milestones in the
European integration process,
Architects of Europe, Places in Europe,
European institutions, European
policies, Europe today, and
Luxembourg and European integration

http://www.europaquiz.lu/en/

Ongoing:
• Development of additional questions on going
• Ongoing management of the quiz (selection of winners,
user feedback) and social media marketing

2015 - CVCE Status Report
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The CVCE in 2015: eModules on European integration
Europaquiz
(CVCE Implementation Plan project 58)

Europaquiz
 Reaching target groups
 Over 5000 users
 Significant impact on the DRI use
 Interest for further development
„Ich bin 59 Jahre alt und wohne im Grenzgängerbereich zu
Luxemburg Nähe Trier. Das CVCE-Quiz macht mir täglich
viel Freude, vor allem weil es sehr vielseitig und lehrreich
ist. Über Europa weiß man eigentlich viel zu wenig und es
ist sehr spannend herauszufinden, was man alles weiß
und was nicht. Es wäre schön, wenn es das Quiz immer
gäbe, nicht nur bis Dezember.... Ich bedanke mich für ein
sehr schönes Quiz-Spiel mit täglichem Lerneffekt, freue
mich, dass es noch ein Weilchen weiterläuft und hoffe auf
ein Nachfolgequiz 2016.“
Feed-back by mail

Over 5.000 participants:
• 30% of participants are from
Luxembourg, 70% from the other EU
Member States
• Approximately 2/3 of the players are
aged 16–34, the age range mainly
targeted by the competition
Luxembourg

Video testimonial:

France
Allemagne
Italie
https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B6_D2Wx1eWLX09fZ1hTREhzbnM/view

Belgique
Roumanie
Lettonie
Estonie
Bulgarie
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C. ePublications and research data

C.4. Reference databases on European
integration
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The CVCE in 2015: Reference Databases on European integration
Building reference databases (B-RDB)
(CVCE Implementation Plan projects 17, 24, 25-27)

Reference databases on the European integration process
 Unique reference point for structured, linked, validated and sustained data
cross-referenced and linked inside DRI for further analysis, visualisation and representation
 External cross referencing and linking with databases for harvesting and dissemination
 Important tools for research and education on European issues

European integration biographies reference database

European integration bibliographies reference database

European integration thesaurus reference database
See also: ENHANCE (CVCE project 5), OHEI-P (CVCE project 20), RESuME (CVCE project 55)
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The CVCE in 2015: Reference Databases on European integration
Building reference databases – EIBIO European integration biographies
(CVCE Implementation Plan project 25)

A biographical reference database for European Studies
 Structured repository for information about persons
 Building on existing biographical data within the DRI
 Creating bridges to outside databases
 Allowing for computational analysis
Project overview:
EIBIO provides an interlinked repository of structured information about
actors of the European Integration process that offers new potential for
computational analysis
Progress:
• EIBIO scoping complete, wireframes designed
• Cleaned set of 200 biographies for FR and EN based on 3 different CVCE
biographical source material
• Developed data model
• Developed prototype graph database in Neo4J
Ongoing:
• Implementation of proof of concept in Liferay
• Acceptance and bug testing with EIS
• Knowledge Transfer activities with DH Lab and DevOps: Data model,
Rest API, Entity extraction and validation
• Draft of a publications workflow for integrating EIBIO
• Develop implementation plan

2015 - CVCE Status Report

Early mock-up of EIBIO interface
See also: ENHANCE (CVCE project 5), OHEI-P (CVCE project 20), RESuME (CVCE project 55)
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The CVCE in 2015: Reference Databases on European integration
Building reference databases – EIBIB European integration bibliographies
(CVCE Implementation Plan project 26)

A bibliographical reference database for European Studies
 Structured repository of relevant books, articles…
 Building on current work
 Broad access and connection to ePublications within the DRI and outside databases

Project overview:
EIBIB offers a structured repository of relevant external
resources such as books or scientific articles that allow
researchers and users to get a deeper understanding of issues
in European Integration Studies
Progress:
•
Review of different existing solutions
•
Preparation of requirements
•
Scoping of development effort required for BE integration

Ongoing:
• Selection of an existing solution
• Definition of the workflow and user groups
• Integration of EIBIB on the front-end and back-end
Conceptual analysis using Zotero as a management tool
See also: ENHANCE (CVCE project 5), RESuME (CVCE project 55)
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The CVCE in 2015: Reference Databases on European integration
Building reference databases – EITHES European integration Thesaurus
(CVCE Implementation Plan project 27)

A thesaurus for European Studies
 Building on existing data within the research infrastructure based on EUROVOC
 Allowing for the exploration of source material based on associated keywords
 Creating bridges to outside databases
Project overview:
The implementation of a domain specific thesaurus for
European Integration Studies provides a significant surplus
value for our users as it allows to explore objects based on
associated keywords. This is in particular useful for interviews
in OHEI that cover a broad range of topics.
Progress:
•
EITHES review complete
•
Identified main domains of work
•
Review of appropriate suppliers and technical solutions
Priorities:
• Selection of a thesaurus management system
• Migration of the existing thesaurus
• Implementation of a document annotation tool that builds
on EITHES and automatically classifies documents according
to their content
• Implementation of EITHES on the front- and backend
• Implementation of a thesaurus management cycle

2015 - CVCE Status Report
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C. ePublications and research data

C.5. Tools for data curation, enrichment and
visualisation
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The CVCE in 2015: Data curation, enrichment and visualisation

Tools for data curation, enrichment and visualisation
Creating smart data
Associating information to documents
Providing annotation capabilities within documents
Analysing information across documents

Tools for data curation, enrichment and visualisation
form a building block for the computational analysis
of large amounts of resources and create a surplus
value for internal as well as external researchers by
providing machine readable annotations.

Data curation and enrichment

While curation, enrichment and visualisation form
independent steps in the data processing pipeline,
tools in this domain try to cover all three domains to
maximize the gain achieved in each individual step.
All tools in this domain are under active
development in order to align with on-going research
activities across Europe and worldwide to reassure
that outputs of CVCE.eu stays compatible with
existing standards while exploring new opportunities
to contribute to the state of the art.

2015 - CVCE Status Report
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The CVCE in 2015: Data curation, enrichment and visualisation
Data curation and enrichment (DATA)
(CVCE Implementation Plan project 28)

Data enrichment
Deployment of metadata model, cleaning of legacy data
Improved search capabilities, citation feature
Preparation for harvesting and semantic analysis

Project objectives:
Development and implementation of a meta-data model building on standards and legacy
information to assure that research outputs are searchable, shareable and citable. The data
enrichment project focuses on metadata associated to individual resources. By aligning our
annotations with existing metadata standards we improve our capabilities to exchange information
with other research groups while at the same time increasing the cite-ability of resources for
external researchers and increasing the find-ability of our resources in search engines
Work progress:
• Metadata model published online
• Ongoing training and support of EIS researchers/students as part of the ENHANCE project
• Implementation, testing of improvements and bugs for BE release 1.28 (July 2015), 1.29
(September 2015), 1.30 (October 2015) and 1.31 (November 2015)
Ongoing:
•
Continuous improvement to the metadata form based on user feedback
•
Defined plan for implementation of OAI-PMH
•
Mapping of CVCE metadata model to OAI required metadata model (15 Dublin core elements)
•
Mapping of CVCE metadata model to Zotero
•
Support for the copy citation feature (ISO 690, Harvard, etc.)
See also: ENHANCE (CVCE project 5) and OHEI –P (CVCE project 20),
•
Support for facetted search
Building thematic ePublications (CVCE project 21)
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The CVCE in 2015: Data curation, enrichment and visualisation
XML-TEI Pilot implementation (XML-TEI)

General workflow

(CVCE Implementation Plan project 29)

XML-TEI Pilot implementation
 Corpus analysis
 Visualisation of facsimiles and their transcriptions
 Improved search engine capabilities
Project objectives:
The XML-TEI edition project provides annotation capabilities within documents,
thereby enabling us to exploit the depth of information encoded in these documents.
Besides a new framework for publishing XML-TEI documents the project also covers
the side-by-side presentation of digital editions with reproductions of the analog
documents and the implementation of a powerful XML-TEI editor to modify and
annotate entities within the documents.
The XML-TEI Pilot implementation project lays the groundwork for the integration of a
full XML-TEI based publication framework on CVCE.eu. The main components of the
project are therefore a draft for the framework itself, a transformation/viewing
component and a WYSIWYG editor component that allows the edition and annotation
of documents on the backend.

General architecture

Progress:
• Completed and documented draft for the XML-TEI publication framework
• Development of the transViewer based on the EVT framework
• Implementation of a POC within the Liferay environment
Ongoing:
• Evaluation and collection of feedback for the PoC Development of an
implementation roadmap for the viewer and editor component
• Finalisation of the XML-TEI framework

2015 - CVCE Status Report
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The CVCE in 2015: Data curation, enrichment and visualisation
XML-TEI Pilot implementation (XML-TEI)
(CVCE Implementation Plan project 29)

XML-TEI Pilot implementation

 Data capture and creation, data enrichment, XML-TEI encoding, corpus analysis, publication
 XML-TEI based publication framework

See above: WEU-DIPLO (CVCE project 7)
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The CVCE in 2015: Data curation, enrichment and visualisation
XML-TEI Pilot implementation (XML-TEI)
(CVCE Implementation Plan project 29)

XML-TEI Pilot implementation
Pilot visualisation based on EVT

EVT framework:
• flexible enough to support different types of documents in
European integration studies;
• possibility to compare original / transcription;
• different degrees of fidelity to the original can be
envisaged (balance manual / automatic processing).
EVT adaptation:
• minimise the amount of manual interventions in the XMLTEI documents;
• publication framework with modular architecture to allow
gradual development and customisation according to the
needs of the projects.
• Integration of additional features such as scrolling and onthe-fly visualisation without an intermediate HTML file

Manuscript note (Werner corpus)

EVT (Edition Visualization Technology): EVT (Edition Visualization Technology) is a software
created to navigate and visualise digital editions based on the TEI XML encoding standard.

http://sourceforge.net/projects/evt-project/
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The CVCE in 2015: Data curation, enrichment and visualisation
Network Visualisation and Analysis (NetVisA)
(CVCE Implementation Plan project 30)

Network visualisation and analysis
 Data analysis and visualisation tools
 “Werner corpus” social network analysis (I)
 “Founding fathers” social network analysis (II)
 histoGraph development (III)
Project objectives:
The network analysis project uses annotations compiled through different means to
facilitate the analysis of information across large amounts of documents.
Network visualisation and analysis provide a significant potential for exploring large
datasets to gain new insights in European Integration Studies. The project focuses on
the further development of histoGraph but also tries to foster the uptake of network
visualisation and analysis approaches within the CVCE.

Progress Network analysis/visualisation uptake, Werner corpus (I):
•
Werner Corpus Use Case of social networks to introduce and
discuss general network analysis principles
•
Manual encoding of topics, senders, recipients, dis-agreements
as well as e.g. positions and political orientations for each
person in a set of selected correspondences following a custom
ontology
•
Use of the RAW framework from Density Design to visualise
correlations and NodeXL for Node-Link diagram
See also: Pierre Werner and Europe (WERNER-EU) (CVCE project 6)
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The CVCE in 2015: Data curation, enrichment and visualisation
Network Visualisation and Analysis (NetVisA)
(CVCE Implementation Plan project 30)

Network Visualisation and analysis
 Development of a co-occurrence network

Progress Network analysis/visualisation uptake,
Founding Fathers (II):
•
Development of a co-occurrence network
as an illustration for a forthcoming
publication within the WERNER-EU project
•
Automatic data extraction based on the
draft of the book

See also: Pierre Werner and Europe (WERNER-EU) (CVCE project 6)
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The CVCE in 2015: Data curation, enrichment and visualisation
Network Visualisation and Analysis (NetVisA)
(CVCE Implementation Plan project 30)

Network visualisation and analysis - histoGraph
 Analysis and exploration of multimedia data-sets
 Crowd/expert sourcing
 Mandate of the CUbRIK consortium for further development

Project objectives histoGraph (III):
histoGraph builds on the results of the FP7 funded project
CUbRIK that tried to merge human and machine
computation in order to identify new approaches for analysis
and exploration of multimedia datasets.
The CVCE received the mandate of the CUbRIK consortium to
further develop this approach after the end of the project
and decided to combine the lessons learned in the project
and the outcomes of its research activities in a new, opensource release of histoGraph that will benefit both European
Integration studies as well as the wider field of digital
humanities by developing a new tool for the exploration of
relationships based on digital sources.
Goals 2015/16: Release of the open source version of
histoGraph
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The CVCE in 2015: Data curation, enrichment and visualisation
Network Visualisation and Analysis (NetVisA)
(CVCE Implementation Plan project 30)

Network visualisation and analysis - histoGraph
 Release of open source version in 2016

Progress Network analysis/visualisation histoGraph (III):
•
Implementation of a Neo4J graph database to store
the information
•
Indexation of documents using Entity recognition
applied to 14 000 documents using textRazor and
YAGO
•
Development of key features
•
Improved and streamlined filtering functionality
Ongoing:
•
Planned release of the first public beta in January
2016
•
Integration with EIBIO
•
Refinement of the graph visualisation
•
Integration of the annotation interface for images
and text
•
Cooperation with external partners

2015 - CVCE Status Report
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D. Digital Scholarly Toolbox (DTX)
for the user communities

Personalisation - authoring- annotation - presentation searching
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The CVCE in 2015: Digital Scholarly Toolbox
Digital Scholarly Toolbox (DTX)
(CVCE Implementation Plan projects 41-45)

Digital Scholarly Toolbox
 A toolbox for the user communities
 MyPublications, MyResources, MySearches, MyTimelines

Project overview:
The Digital Scholarly Toolbox (DTX) is a set of different
tools and services that allow users of CVCE.eu to create
their own content or to access advanced tools and
methods on CVCE.eu to analyse or visualise their data.
The toolbox is under active development and will be
continuously extended. At this moment DTX consists of
the MyPublications tool and the MyResources resource
management tool.
Future iterations of the tool will integrate besides others,
a tool for creating eModules for teaching, MySearches, a
tool to store and retrieve complex document and
collection queries and MyTimelines, an easy to use editor
for timelines based on CVCE.eu resources.

http://www.cvce.eu/en/dtx
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The CVCE in 2015: Digital Scholarly Toolbox
DTX-I&II : MyPublications
(CVCE Implementation Plan projects 41-42)

Digital Scholarly Toolbox: MyPublications tool
 Authoring system
 For courses, presentations, exhibitions
 Using DRI data
 Extended features for eModules for teaching

Project overview:
MyPublications allows users to create their own publications based on DRI
data. The functionality to present slideshows of the new publications has
been integrated in the same tool to improve the use and accessibility of the
feature
The latest release of MyPublications enables users to publish their
MyPublications on CVCE.eu thereby making them accessible to all of our
users. This new feature will open up new perspectives on the DRI resources.
Progress:
•
Integration of a publishing workflow for release in the ePublications
section
•
Layout for MyPublications adopted to the editor/share view
Ongoing:
• Release of the updated MyPublications authoring system
• Release of the MyPublications publishing system for the ePublications
section
• Extension of the MyPublication features to allow for the creation of
eModules for teaching

MyPublications Authoring System

MyPublications Slideshow view
MyPublications online tutorial

Examples: http://www.cvce.eu/en/epublications/mypublications

2015 - CVCE Status Report
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The CVCE in 2015: Digital Scholarly Toolbox
DTX-III : MySearches
(CVCE Implementation Plan project 43)

Digital Scholarly Toolbox: MySearches tool
 Organise and retrieve search results

Project overview:
MySearches allows users to store the results of their search queries
on CVCE.eu for later review. The integration of this feature in the
digital toolbox eases the use of our platform in particular for more
complex queries as they will be made available through the refined
search engine. Furthermore it enables users to share relevant
queries with colleagues and peers.
Progress:
• Design proposals developed
• First implementation
Ongoing:
• Logged-in users can save the current search
• Logged-in users can see past saved searches and "replay" them
• Improved search results
• Improved facetted search (relies on metadata)
Further features depending on user feedback
• Ability to comment further each saved search (similar to
description field in MyPublications)
• Share saved searches

2015 - CVCE Status Report
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Integration of the “save my search” feature in the search dialogue
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E. Front-end and back-end systems
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The CVCE in 2015: Front-end and back-end systems
User Need Analysis (NEEDS)
(CVCE Implementation Plan project 4)

User Need Analysis
 User oriented development of the DRI on European integration
 Requirements in regard to content and tools
 Continuous improvement of the infrastructure, back-end and front-end
 Integration of new features, adaptation of existing ones

Project overview:
The User Needs Analysis project aims to improve our
understanding of our users and their needs.
The project has been completed in the first half of 2015
Key achievements:
•
Knowledge transfer with staff
•
Guidelines

Overview prototyping and product backlog

2015 - CVCE Status Report
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The CVCE in 2015: Front-end and back-end systems
Collaborative Platform (CP)
(CVCE Implementation Plan project 34)

Collaborative Platform
 A platform for enhanced collaboration between communities of practice

Project overview:
The collaborative platform will enable researchers to
exchange material with other researchers, to discuss relevant
research topics, to share links to articles or resources and to
disseminate information about their research project.
A first release of the platform will be used in the RESuME
project to connect with external researchers and to work
collaboratively on the goals of RESuME.

Planned Activities:
•
Define user needs in cooperation with EIS
•
Select platform
•
Begin design of the proof of concept (PoC)
•
Implement PoC
•
Refine PoC and integrate it in the digital research
infrastructure
See also: RESuME (CVCE project 55)
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The CVCE in 2015: Front-end and back-end systems
BE architecture refactoring and evolution (BERE)
(CVCE Implementation Plan project 38)

DRI Back-end evolution
 Maintenance
 Further development
Release example:

Project overview:
This project collects all on going maintenance activities in the
back-end and provides improvements to the backend as well
as debugging activities.
Progress:
•
Release 1.30 live
•
Updated UI with improved performances and up to date wrt
user feedback (provider statement, …)
•
Metadata form including a first version of authority lists
management
Ongoing:
•
Collecting user needs on request management
•
Improving the content management
– Improve productivity of SPM for digitization projects
– Encourage the adoption of TEI

2015 - CVCE Status Report
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BE release 1.30 (30/10/2015), type: minor
•

Update to metadata form - addition of who and when last edits
were made (top right of the form) : each time a user makes change
on the form (and saves it), their name and the date of the most
recent edit will appear on the form.

•

Style of title in HTML documents: adaptation from the title on the
Frontend since we used OpenOffice and now we use Libre Office
(4.2)

•

Implementation of a new way to collect bugs: this is will be a
pilot trial for 2 months. Users will be able to directly report issue
sand transmit it (with all information) to Jira - where the issues will
be collected and analysed by the DH Lab and where appropriate
added to the Backend Product backlog. The DH Lab will organise a
short 10 minute briefing to go through the process (following on
form which reporting of all issues via the email will
be superseded by this method.
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The CVCE in 2015: Technical infrastructure

The technical backbone of the digital research
infrastructure on European integration
 Production
 Dissemination
 Security
Overview of the
production
oriented server
infrastructure

Fully redundant network infrastructure in Bettembourg and
Sanem that allows to handle hardware malfunctions
while maintaining operation

2015 - CVCE Status Report
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The CVCE in 2015: Technical infrastructure
Technical Infrastructure Enhancement (TIE)
(CVCE Implementation Plan project 40)

Continuous enhancement of the technical infrastructure
Project overview:
The CVCE operates a fully redundant technical infrastructure with two independent sites in Sanem and at a datacenter in
Bettembourg. The main advantage of this approach lies in our capability to handle hardware failures by switching between
the components at each site. The technical infrastructure including the virtual server system that forms the basis for the
CVCE DRI needs to be continuously monitored, updated and maintained in order to avoid security breaches and potential
downtime of our services.
In order to improve the quality of our services, we constantly monitor our hard- and software and update components
once they reach their end of life. The new storage infrastructure based on the HP 3Par system will allow us to consolidate
our data storage thereby improving the efficiency of our systems to cope with increased storage demands for media
production. This increasing demand is related to an ever larger pool of video source material as well as increasing file sizes
for new video resolutions such as 4k.
The on-going implementation of the tape archiving solution will allow us to store and archive the material created by the
CVCE for disaster recovery and long term access.

HP 3Par storage system

Progress:
•
Setup of our new storage infrastructure (3Par) for testing (SPM as pilot users)
•
Setup of Confluence as Wiki/Intranet solution
•
Completed planning for the technical move to Belval
Ongoing:
•
Implementation of the tape archiving solution

The following activities are put on hold until the move to Belval
– Wifi
– Unified communication (VoIP, instant messaging)

2015 - CVCE Status Report
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F. Competitive projects and funding
– international consortia

As of 30 November 2015
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CVCE participation in competitive research programmes (2005-2015)

2005

2015
excellence in research & networking

research & innovation actions

education & teaching projects

•
•
•

49 proposals within 10 different research programmes (a total of 9M€ requested)
9 projects funded for an awarded amount of more than 1M€ (18% of average success rate)
Experience in collaboration with academia, industries, SMEs, citizens, cultural heritage and teaching
communities
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The CVCE in 2015: Participation in competitive research programmes

Funded projects for the 2014-2017 period
• Project ‘Resources on the Resources on the European socio-economic model’ (RESuME)
• The project aims to develop and disseminate an innovative and enriched set of scientific and educational
resources and digital tools on the EU’s socio-economic model
• The project involves a wide range of research, teaching and dissemination activities
• Co-funded by the European Union’s ERASMUS+ Programme (Jean Monnet Programme-Key Activity 1 –
Support to institutions), Grant decision nr 2014-1750/001-001 of the Education, Audiovisual and Culture
Executive Agency
• The project will run for three years from September 2014 to August 2017
• The grant will be of a maximum amount of 666 K€
• Project ‘Sharing Messina Ideal a Lesson for all Europe’ (SMILE)
• The project aims to raise awareness on the importance of the Messina Conference in June 1955 as a major
event in the European integration process
• The project involves research and knowledge transfer activities
• Co-funded by the European Commission under the ‘Europe for Citizens’ programme
• Launched by the Italian Council of the European Movement (CIME) and involves the Centre Virtuel de la
Connaissance sur l’Europe (Luxembourg), the Jean Monnet Association (France), the Konrad Adenauer
Foundation (Germany) and the town of Messina (Italy)
• Duration: 2015
• Funding: 10 K€
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The CVCE in 2015: Participation in competitive research programmes

Funded projects for the 2014-2017 period
• Project ‘Humanities at Scale (HaS)’
• Further the DARIAH ERIC’s aim to integrate digitally enabled research in the arts and humanities in Europe and beyond and
to operate a platform to enable trans-national arts and humanities research
• Address some critical limitations of the current model of sharing knowledge in DARIAH and connecting the national services
in digital arts and humanities initiatives in Europe
• CVCE’s participation as DARIAH National Coordinating institution to WP5: Basic Services Cluster 1: Integrating and Scaling
National DARIAH Contributions and to WP3: task 3.3: DARIAH ambassador network
• Estimated effort of 5 PMs (with a funding of approximately 40K€)
• Partners: DARIAH-ERIC, CNRS (FR). DANS-KNAW (NL), University of Goettingen (DE),
• Starting date 01.09. 2015
• Duration 24months
• Funding instrument H2020-INFRADEV-1-2015-1

• Project ‘Recognition and Enrichment of Archival Documents (READ)’
• 1st rank of the 95 proposals received for the e-INFRA-9-2015 call – e-infrastructures for virtual research environments (VRE)
coordinated by the University of Innsbruck
• Having signed a MoU with the project coordinator, CVCE is an associated partner and will received a lump sum funding for
covering the cost of delivering sample documents to READ
• CVCE will also benefit from the early adoption of the advanced tools developed by the project

• Project ‘Studying the European Council - Mastering and Disseminating Knowledge about a Key Institution
(SUMMIT)’
• Jean Monnet action funded by the ERASMUS+ programme and coordinated by the University of Cologne (from September
2015 to February 2017)
• CVCE will act as an associated partner invited to share it expertise related to the European Council and dissemination
activities (e.g. webcasts, online quiz) during the main conferences of the project
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The CVCE in 2015: Participation in competitive research programmes

Funded projects for the 2014-2017 period
•

Project ‘Hybrid Visualization of Multimodal Dynamic Graphs (BLIZAAR)’
Comprehending networks as they evolve over time is becoming increasingly critical in several domains, such as in sociology, history and
engineering, but there are challenges. On the one hand, these networks may model complex phenomena involving multiple dimensions and
analyzing and tracking the changes is difficult. On the other hand, although there are many ways to represent networks, designers still may
not be sure which technique should be used in a given context. Thus, this research aims at crafting novel and interactive representations of
dynamic and multimodal networks, by designing and combining visualizations.
Partners: Laboratoire Bordelais de Recherche en Informatique (FR), LIST (LU), CVCE (LU), Ecole Internationale des Sciences du Traitement de
l’Information (FR)
•Starting date 01.01.2016
•Duration 36 months
•Funding instrument FNR-INTER (ANR)
•CVCE funding 111K€

•

Project ‘Empowering reuse of digital cultural heritage in context-aware crosscuts of European history
(CROSSCULT)’
CROSSCULT aims to make reflective history a reality in the European cultural context, by enabling the re-interpretation of European (hi)stories
through cross-border interconnections among cultural digital resources, citizen viewpoints and physical venues. The project has two main goals.
The first goal is to lower cultural EU barriers and create unique cross-border perspectives, by connecting existing digital historical resources and
by creating new ones through the participation of the public. The second goal is to provide long-lasting experiences of social learning and
entertainment that will help towards the better understanding and re-interpretation of European history.
Partners:
LIST (LU), CVCE (LU), University of Vigo (ES), University of Peloponnese (GR), University College London (UK), Institute of Digital Games,
University of Malta (MT), Centre National de la Recherche Scientifique (FR), Technological Educational Institute of Athens (GR), The National
Gallery (UK), GAM Guías Interactivas (ES), Università degli Studi di Padova (IT)
•Starting date 01/03/2016
•Duration 36 months
•Funding instrument H2020-REFLECTIVE-6-2015 Innovation ecosystems of digital cultural assets
•CVCE funding 157K€
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The CVCE in 2015: Participation in competitive research programmes

Funded projects for the 2014-2017 period
•

Project ‘Les espaces du patrimoine culturel numérique : topologies et topographies des itinéraires culturels
(TOTOCULT)’
Le fait que le patrimoine culturel soit de plus en plus disponible en format numérique (numérisé ou nativement numérique)
change la manière de le comprendre et de le représenter. Ces dernières années, de nouvelles formes de représentations des
objets culturels ont été développées par différentes disciplines. Même si on assiste rarement à la construction de formes de
représentations véritablement interdisciplinaires, le caractère commun de ces nouvelles méthodes de visualisation du territoire
culturel tient au fait de croiser des éléments topographiques et des éléments topologiques. L’objectif de ce projet est (1)
d’approfondir les spécificités des deux approches et les interconnexions existantes et (2) de développer une approche croisée
adaptée à la compréhension du patrimoine culturel numérique en prenant en compte en même temps son lien avec le territoire
et les nouvelles relations induites par sa dimension numérique.
Subcontracting for the application of histoGraph approaches and technologies
Partners: Université Lille 1&3 (FR), CVCE (LU)
Starting date Q4 2015
Funding Université de Lille / CNRS 2015
CVCE funding 4k€

•

Project DHBenelux 2016
The DH Benelux conference acts as a platform for collaboration, connecting international researchers in the field of Digital
Humanities from the Benelux region together with researchers from the European Union and beyond. The conference has a broad
disciplinary range, from a diverse array of research projects. It is targeted a building a community that bridges the gap between early
career researchers and eminent academic scholars. The conference will be co-hosted by the CVCE and the University of Luxembourg,
which will further help to position Luxembourg as a centre for excellence in this discipline.
Partners: University of Luxembourg (LU), CVCE (LU)
Funding FNR RESCOM
CVCE funding 3.7k€
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The CVCE in 2015: Participation in competitive research programmes

Participation in DARIAH
•

National coordinating institution of the Digital Research Infrastructure for the Arts and Humanities (DARIAH)
The grand vision for the Digital Research Infrastructure for the Arts and Humanities (DARIAH) is to facilitate
long-term access to, and use of, all European Arts and Humanities digital research data. The DARIAH
infrastructure is a connected network of people, information, tools, and methodologies for investigating,
exploring and supporting work across the broad spectrum of the digital humanities. DARIAH is a European
Research Infrastructure Consortium (ERIC) since August 2014 and is co-funded by the H2020 infrastructure
programme.
CVCE participates in DARIAH since the very beginning of the initiative (2011). Since 2013, it works in
collaboration with the Ministry of Higher Education and Research and other research stakeholders within the
country (LIST, National Archive, National Library and the University of Luxembourg) and start to discuss the idea
of a Luxembourg digital research infrastructure for the Humanities and Social Sciences by working on an
inventory of on-going projects and collaborating on proposals opportunities.
Partners: Austria, Belgium, Croatia, Cyprus, Denmark, France, Germany, Greece, Ireland, Italy, Luxembourg,
Malta, Netherlands, Poland, Portugal, Serbia, Slovenia, Switzerland
CVCE in kind contribution: National coordination, chair of the national coordinator committee and co-head of
‘Visual Media for Digital Humanities’ working group
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The CVCE in 2015: Participation in competitive research programmes

Project on reserve list - decision pending

• Project ‘Open European Virtual Research Environment (OEUVRE)’
•

Aims to create a Virtual Research Environment which will constitute a virtual laboratory for Social
Sciences and Humanities (SSH) researchers in Europe

•

Main objectives:
• connecting people, tools and funding opportunities through and around research projects
• building and developing a European community of SSH researchers
• connecting researchers with all parts of the society (citizens, policy makers, companies, etc.) and
enabling them to take part in research projects
• helping SSH research in Europe to gain a greater visibility, especially by providing answers to
different societal challenges

•
•

Strong international partnership
Evaluation result: 14.5/15

•

1st place on the EC reserve list
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Pending proposals

•

COST Action, submitted on 8 September 2015

EHDN – Digital research networking on European Integration
EHDN is a proposal coordinated by Huygens Institute for the History of the Netherlands (NL) with 8
additional partners including the CVCE. If funded, the project will have a duration of 4 years starting in 2016.
The associated budget will support the networking activities of the project.
•

University of Luxembourg – internal research call, submitted on 8 June 2015

PlaceFin1 – Why the Luxembourg Financial Centre emerged (1963-1982). The rise of the Eurodollar market and
the end of the Bretton Woods System
PlaceFin1 is a proposal coordinated by Prof. Kmec Sonja. The CVCE is an associated partner of the project
and will receive 12K€ in case of funding for a total effort of 5PMs (including in-kind contribution). The project
will have a duration of 23 months.
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Publications in scientific journals/books and other peer-reviewed platforms including
ePublications on the CVCE.eu research infrastructure (2014-2016)

ALLEMAND, Frédéric. La philosophie humaniste de l'Union européenne. In: Cahiers philosophiques [en ligne]. 2e trimestre 2014, n° 137 - L'Europe en
question, pp. 15-32. ISSN format papier: 0241-2799. ISSN électronique: 2264-2641. Disponible à l’adresse: http://www.cairn.info/revue-cahiersphilosophiques-2014-2.htm
ALLEMAND, Frédéric et MARTUCCI, Francesco. La légitimité démocratique de la gouvernance économique européenne: la mutation de la fonction
parlementaire. In: Revue de l’OFCE [en ligne]. Mai 2014, n° 134 - Reformer l’Europe, Débats et politiques, pp. 115-131. ISSN format papier: 1265-9756. ISSN
électronique: 1777-5647. Disponible à l’adresse: http://www.ofce.sciences-po.fr/publications/revue134.htm
ALLEMAND, Frédéric et KLEIN, François. Enregistrer l’écho de l’Histoire: le programme d’Histoire orale du Centre Virtuel de la Connaissance sur l’Europe. In:
Bulletin de l’AFAS [en ligne]. 2014, n° 40, pp. 14-20. ISSN format papier: 1246-7529. ISSN électronique: 2109-9537. Disponible à l’adresse:
http://afas.revues.org/2915
ALLEMAND, Frédéric. La dette en partage. Quelques réflexions juridiques sur le traitement de la dette publique en droit de l'Union européenne. In: Cahiers
de droit européen. 2015-1. pp. 235-292. ISSN format papier: 0007-9758.
ALLEMAND, Frédéric. La Banque centrale européenne et la nouvelle gouvernance économique européenne : le défi de l’intégration différenciée. Bruges
Research Papers in Law, College of Europe, novembre 2015. 34 p.
ALLEMAND, Frédéric. Eurozone. In: MESTRE, Christian, LAFARGE, François et CHARLETY, Véronique (dir.), Enclyclopédie de la gouvernance européenne. 2015.
A paraître.
ALLEMAND, Frédéric. The ECB and the differentiated integration of the EMU Law. In: ZILIOLI, Chiara (ed.). From Monetary Union to Banking Union, on the
way to Capital Markets Union: new opportunities for European Integration. Proceedings of the ECB Legal Conference of September 1-2, 2015. Francfort-sur-le
Main: BCE, 2015. A paraître.
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ALLEMAND, Frédéric (dir./ed.). L'Union économique et monétaire: origine, fonctionnement et futur/Economic and Monetary Union: origins, workings and future
prospects [en ligne]. 2e éd. Sanem: CVCE, 2015. MUÑOZ, Susana (dir./ed.), European Integration Studies collection. À paraître.
ALLEMAND, Frédéric, SAURON, Jean-Luc et BON, Mathieu. La nouvelle gouvernance économique de l'Europe. Paris: LexisNexis, 2015. A paraître.

ALLEMAND, Frédéric. Les évolutions de la désignation des membres du Parlement européen: le principe électif dans tous ses états. In: POTVIN SOLIS, Laurence (dir.),
Le principe électif dans l’Union européenne. Bruxelles: Bruylant, 2016. À paraître.
ALLEMAND, Frédéric et MARTUCCI, Francesco. La mutation de la fonction parlementaire. Le rôle des parlements dans la gouvernance économique. In: SIDOUX,
Laurence, La démocratisation de l’Union européenne, 2016. À paraître.
ALLEMAND, Frédéric. Commentaire des articles 125 et 126 TFUE. In: Blanke et Mangiameli (eds.). Commentary on the Treaty on the Functioning of the European
Union, Springer, 2016. À paraître.
ALLEMAND, Frédéric. Commentaire des arrêts Gauweiler et Accorinti. In: Journal de droit européen, 2016. À paraître.
ALLEMAND, Frédéric. Sens et essence de la monnaie dans l’ordre juridique de l’Union européenne. In: L’Union bancaire, financière et monétaire: bilan et prospective.
Liber Amicorum Blanche Sousi. Bruxelles: Larcier, 2016. À paraître.
ALLEMAND, Frédéric, KLEIN, François et MUÑOZ, Susana. Sources orales et innovation numérique: l’histoire orale de la construction européenne sur CVCE.eu. In:
International Association of Sound and Audiovisual Archives (IASA) 2015 Annual Conference [en ligne], 28 September 2015. Disponible à l’adresse: http://2015.iasaweb.org/en/node/36
ARMASELU, Florentina et ALLEMAND, Frédéric. Building a multi-dimensional space for the analysis of European Integration Treaties. An XML-TEI scenario. In: BORNET,
Cyril (ed.), Digital Humanities 2014. Book of Abstracts [en ligne]. EADH, ACH, CSDH/SCHN, aaDH, JADH, 2014. pp. 77-80. Disponible à l’adresse:
https://dh2014.files.wordpress.com/2014/07/dh2014_abstracts_proceedings_07-11.pdf
ARMASELU, Florentina. The Layered Text. From Textual Zoom, Text Network Analysis and Text Summarisation to a Layered Interpretation of Meaning. In: BORNET,
Cyril (ed.), Digital Humanities 2014. Book of Abstracts [en ligne]. EADH, ACH, CSDH/SCHN, aaDH, JADH, 2014. pp. 80-83. Disponible à l’adresse:
https://dh2014.files.wordpress.com/2014/07/dh2014_abstracts_proceedings_07-11.pdf
ARMASELU, Florentina. Digital Enquiries: Narrativisation of Sources in European Integration History. Université Paris Diderot, 75013 Paris, France, [online]. Available at:
https://hal.archives-ouvertes.fr/hal-01099478v1
ARMASELU, Florentina, MARTINS, Veronica et JONES, Catherine. From Paper Archives to a Digital Edition of Institutional Documents. Translating Forms of Textual
Materiality. Vol. submitted for review.
ARMASELU, Florentina et MARTINS, Verónica. TEI Encoding and Decoding for Corpus Analysis: Archives on the Policy of Armaments within WEU. Vol. submitted for
review.
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BLANCO SÍO-LÓPEZ, Cristina. Instrumental Bridges or Fruitful Ties? Spain’s role in the consolidation of an EU-Latin America Partnership. In: LASCHI, Giuliana (ed.), The
European Communities and the World. Brussels: P.I.E. Peter Lang, 2014, pp. 121-132. Euroclio, volume 81. ISBN format papier: 978-2-87574-135-6 br. ISBN
électronique 978-3-0352-6407-4.
BLANCO SÍO-LÓPEZ, Cristina et TEDESCHI, Paolo. Migrants and European Institutions: a Study on the Attempts to Address the Economic and Social Challenges of
Immigration in EU Member States. In: FAURI, Francesca Angela (ed.), The History of Migration in Europe. Perspectives from Economics, Politics and Sociology. London,
New York: Routledge, 2014, pp. 126-153. ISBN: 978-1-13-877783-5.
DANESCU, Elena (dir.). Pierre Werner – témoignages d’une vocation européenne [en ligne]. Actes de la table ronde des grands témoins. Luxembourg, 27 novembre
2013. Luxembourg, CVCE., Juin 2014. ISBN 978-99959-708-2-6. Disponible à l’adresse:
http://www.cvce.eu/documents/10181/30119/CVCE_livre_PW_2014.pdf/7a0c13b0-9b4e-40eb-8c35-97bef21f4ecf
DANESCU, Elena (dir./ed./Hrsg.). Pierre Werner et la construction européenne: du plan Schuman au sommet de Fontainebleau [en ligne]. Sanem: CVCE, 2014. MUÑOZ,
Susana (dir./ed.), European Integration Studies collection. Disponible à l’adresse: http://www.cvce.eu/de/education/unit-content/-/unit/fr/d1cfaf4d-8b5c-4334-ac1d0438f4a0d617
DANESCU, Elena et TEDESCHI, Paolo. European Policies and Institutions face to the Economic and Monetary Crises of the ‘70s. In: LEBOUTTE, René, MUÑOZ, Susana,
TEDESCHI, Paolo (eds.). Social and Economic Changes in the European Community from the 1970s to the New Millennium/Les changements économiques et sociaux
dans la Communauté européenne des années 1970 au nouveau millénaire. Bruxelles, Bern, Berlin, Frankfurt am Main, New York, Oxford, Wien: PIE Peter Lang, 2014,
pp. 67-94. ISBN 978-2-87574-252-0.
DANESCU, Elena et MUÑOZ, Susana (dir./eds.). Pierre Werner et l’Europe: pensée, action, enseignements/Pierre Werner and Europe: His Approach, Action and Legacy.
Bruxelles, Bern, Berlin, Frankfurt am Main, New York, Oxford, Wien: PIE Peter Lang, 2015. 426 p., 20 graph, 3 tabl. ISBN 978-2-87574-268-1 br.
DANESCU, Elena. Pierre Werner: l’homme et son œuvre. In: DANESCU, Elena et MUÑOZ, Susana (dir./eds.). Pierre Werner, une vision pour l’Europe: pensée, action,
enseignements/ Pierre Werner and Europe: His Approach, Action and Legacy. Bruxelles, Bern, Berlin, Frankfurt am Main, New York, Oxford, Wien: PIE Peter Lang, 2015,
pp. 117-140. ISBN 978-2-87574-268-1 br.
DANESCU, Elena. Pierre Werner – accounts of a European vocation. In: The Journal of European Economic History. XLIV, Issue 1/2015, pp.189-194. ISSN 0034-6799.
DANESCU, Elena, Tedeschi, Paolo. A New European Currency for a New Europe: the Christian Democratic Ideology and the Werner Committee. In: Proceedings of the
workshop ‘In search for a Christian Democratic Identity’ (Université Catholique de Louvain, 14-15 novembre 2013). Bruxelles: PIE Peter Lang, 2016. À paraître.
DANESCU, Elena. La construction européenne dans les années 1970 : Pierre Werner et le couple franco-allemand. In: SCHIRMANN, Sylvain (dir.). Le couple francoallemand vu par les États tiers depuis 1973. Actes du colloque international. Strasbourg, 13-14 juin 2013. Paris: l’Harmattan, 2015. À paraître.
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DANESCU, Elena. Le rapport Werner en suspens. Les débats autour de l’Union économique et monétaire en 1973. In WILKENS, Andreas (dir.). Une année particulière.
1973 et les tourments de l’Europe. Université de Lorraine – Metz. 2015. À paraître.
DANESCU, Elena. Pierre Werner, a Visionnary European and Consensus Builder. In: MAAS, Ivo and DYSON, Kenneth (eds.). The Founding Fathers of the Euro:
Individuals and Ideas in the History of European Monetary Union, London: Oxford University Press, 2016. À paraître.
DANESCU, Elena (dir./ed./Hrsg.). Pierre Werner et l'Europe: vision et action [en ligne]. Sanem: CVCE, 2016. MUÑOZ, Susana (dir./ed.), European Integration Studies
collection. À paraître.
DEHOUSSE, Renaud et KLEIN, François (dirs./eds.). Tommaso Padoa-Schioppa [en ligne]. Sanem: CVCE, 2014. MUÑOZ, Susana (dir./ed.), European Integration Studies
collection. Disponible à l’adresse: http://www.cvce.eu/recherche/unit-content/-/unit/32211249-e856-4268-b787-3e816f0764db/8de12b72-ebd1-45e7-bf991f305dab0d4e
DÜRING, Marten, GAMPER, Markus et RESCHKE, Linda. Knoten und Kanten III Soziale Netzwerkanalyse in Geschichts- und Politikforschung. Bielefeld : transcript,
2015. ISBN 978-3-8376-2742-8.
DÜRING, Marten, WIENEKE, Lars et CROCE, Vincenzo. Interactive Networks for Digital Cultural Heritage Collections - Scoping the Future of HistoGraph. In: CIMIANO,
Philipp, FRASINCAR, Flavius, HOUBEN, Geert-Jan et SCHWABE, Daniel (ed.). Engineering the Web in the Big Data Era. Springer International Publishing, 2015.
pp. 613-616. Lecture Notes in Computer Science. ISBN 978-3-319-19890-3. Available at: http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/978-3-319-19890-3_41
DÜRING, Marten. From Hermeneutics to Data to Networks: Data Extraction and Network Visualization of Historical Sources. 2015. [Consulted 09.03.2015]. Available
at: http://programminghistorian.org/lessons/creating-network-diagrams-from-historical-sources.
GABELLINI, Marco (dir./ed./Hrsg.). Le "couple franco-allemand" et l'Europe à travers la caricature (1945-2013)/The ‘Franco-German duo’ and Europe as seen in
cartoons (1945–2013)/Das „deutsch-französische Duo“ und Europa im Spiegel der Karikatur (1945-2013) [en ligne]. 2e éd. Sanem: CVCE, 2014. MUÑOZ, Susana
(dir./ed.), European Integration Studies collection. Disponible à l’adresse: http://www.cvce.eu/education/unit-content/-/unit/c3c5e6c5-1241-471d-9e3adc6e7202ca16
GABELLINI, Marco (dir./ed./Hrsg.). La relance européenne et les traités de Rome (1955-1957)/1955–1957 The European revival and the Rome Treaties/1955-1957 Die
europäische ,Relance' und die Römischen Verträge [en ligne]. 2e éd. Sanem: CVCE, 2015. MUÑOZ, Susana (dir./ed.), European Integration Studies collection. À
paraître.
LEBOUTTE, René, MUÑOZ, Susana et TEDESCHI, Paolo (eds.). Social and Economic Changes in the European Community from the 1970s to the New Millennium/Les
changements économiques et sociaux dans la Communauté européenne des années 1970 au nouveau millénaire. Bruxelles, Bern, Berlin, Frankfurt am Main, New
York, Oxford, Wien: PIE Peter Lang, 2014, 210 p. ISBN 978-2-87574-252-0.
MARTINS, Verónica (dir./ed.). Jeux et enjeux diplomatiques franco-britanniques au sein de l’UEO (1954-1982)/Franco-British diplomatic games and issues within WEU
(1954-1982) [en ligne]. Sanem: CVCE, 2016. MUÑOZ, Susana (dir./ed.), European Integration Studies collection. À paraître.
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MOUTON, Victoria (dir./ed.). La fin des colonies et l’intégration européenne/The end of colonies and European integration [en ligne]. 2e éd. Sanem: CVCE,
2016. MUÑOZ, Susana (dir./ed.), European Integration Studies collection. À paraître.
MUÑOZ, Susana. Digital innovation as a tool for education in fundamental European values. In: A Union of shared values – the role of education and civil
society, Jean Monnet Annual Conference, 9/10 November 2015, Brussels, European Commission. À paraître.
MUÑOZ, Susana. Fundamental social rights facing the economic and financial crisis: a case study. In: Les valeurs socio-économiques dans l’Union européenne.
2016. À paraître.
MUÑOZ, Susana. Les droits sociaux dans la nouvelle gouvernance économique européenne. In: L’Union bancaire, financière et monétaire: bilan et
prospective. Liber Amicorum Blanche Sousi. Bruxelles: Larcier, 2016. À paraître.
MUÑOZ, Susana (dir./ed.). Conseil de l’Union européenne/Council of the European Union [en ligne]. 2e éd. Sanem: CVCE, 2016. MUÑOZ, Susana (dir./ed.),
European Integration Studies collection. À paraître.
MUÑOZ, Susana (dir./ed.). Conseil européen/European Council [en ligne]. 2e éd. Sanem: CVCE, 2016. MUÑOZ, Susana (dir./ed.), European Integration Studies
collection. À paraître.
SPYROPOULOS, Florent (dir./ed.). 2010-2014. Recent developments in European integration. Overcoming the crisis and facing new challenges [en ligne].
Sanem: CVCE, 2016. MUÑOZ, Susana (dir./ed.), European Integration Studies collection. À paraître.

WIENEKE, Lars, DÜRING, Marten, SILLAUME, Ghislain, LALLEMAND, Carine, CROCE, Vincenzo, LAZZARRO, Marilena, NUCCI, Francesco, PASINI, Chiara,
FRATERNALI, Piero, TAGLIASACCHI, Marco, MELENHORST, Mark, NOVAK, Jasminko, MICHEEL, Isabel, HARLOFF, Erik et GARCIA MORON, Javier. Building the
Social Graph of the History of European Integration. In: NADAMOTO, Akiyo, JATOWT, Adam, WIERZBICKI, Adam et LEIDNER, Jochen L. (ed.), Social Informatics
[en ligne]. Springer Berlin Heidelberg, 2014. pp. 86-99. Lecture Notes in Computer Science. ISBN 978-3-642-55284-7. Disponible à l’adresse:
http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/978-3-642-55285-4_7
WIENEKE, Lars, DÜRING, Marten, SILLAUME, Ghislain, LALLEMAND, Carine, CROCE, Vincenzo, LAZZARRO, Marilena, NUCCI, Francesco, PASINI, Chiara,
FRATERNALI, Piero, TAGLIASACCHI, Marco, MELENHORST, Mark, NOVAK, Jasminko, MICHEEL, Isabel, HARLOFF, Erik et GARCIA MORON, Javier. Building the
Social Graph of the History of European Integration. A pipeline for the Integration of Human and Machine Computation. In: BORNET, Cyril (ed.), Digital
Humanities 2014. Book of Abstracts [en ligne]. EADH, ACH, CSDH/SCHN, aaDH, JADH, 2014. pp. 407-408. Disponible à l’adresse:
https://dh2014.files.wordpress.com/2014/07/dh2014_abstracts_proceedings_07-11.pdf
WIENEKE, Lars et HAZAN, Susan. Report on the results of the UGC Thematic Task Force [en ligne]. Task force report. Europeana, 14.10.2014. 12 p. Disponible
à l’adresse: http://pro.europeana.eu/documents/297450/0df92ed8-ceba-4776-a6d5-706b8940248a
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